
FIM SABER 1635-RS
10-Way Pull-Type Grader
Adjustable Rear-Steer Multi-Use Implement
The FIM Saber 1635-RS 10-way Pull-Type Rear-Steer Grader can save you 
time and money by completing a variety of jobs using a single, adjustable, 
multi-use implement. With a tilting/swinging blade, vertical adjustment, rear 
steering and tilt angle, there are no limits to what you can accomplish.

The FIM Saber 1635-RS is an easy-to-use tool whose overall length, rear 
steering and tilting blade allow for better control of rear sideways movement. 
Each unit includes folding blade sides to transform the blade into a powerful 
box blade. The FIM Saber 1635-RS is a stunning combination of land-
plane, box blade, maintainer and dirt scraper whose versatility is an asset 
for any operation.

The FIM Saber 1635-RS features dual hydraulic cylinders to control blade 
angle, one cylinder each controlling moldboard tippage and blade tilt, an 
easy-to-read tilt gauge, replaceable high-carbon steel shins and bottom 
blades, a safety lock for the top cylinder and folding box blade end caps. The 
FIM Saber 1635-RS comes ready-to-use with all hardware and hydraulics 
included. 
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373 County Road 307
Seminole, Texas 79360

FIM SABER 1635-RS

Call 432-758-0068
to locate your area dealer today!

Email us at info@fimtx.com for more information.

Model FIM Saber 1635-RS

BLADE LENGTH 16 ft.

BLADE TILT 30°

BLADE ANGLE 45°

BLADE HEIGHT 35 in.

MOLDBOARD TIP -5° + 35°

STEERING ANGLE 30°

BLADE TO GROUND 
CLEARANCE

72 in.

HUBS AND SPINDLES 6,000 lbs. 
8x8 Bolt Pattern

TOTAL WEIGHT 8,100 lbs.

TONGUE WEIGHT TBD

CUTTING WIDTH AT 30° 
ANGLE

11 ft. - 4 in.

OVERALL LENGTH 34 ft. - 0 in.

HYDRAULIC 
REQUIREMENTS

5 sets of hydraulic remotes

HP REQUIRED 90-400+ HP 

*The required horsepower is an estimation only. Required horsepower is 
dependent on many factors including soil type, hardness, depth of cut, etc.


